Roller Blinds
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contemporary and stylish
easy operation
versatile

privacy and
sun protection

huge range
of fabrics

Pull them down for privacy, roll them
up and they virtually disappear from
your window leaving you to enjoy
the view outside. The simplicity and
easy operation of roller blinds has
made this style a traditional favourite
in Australian homes, but advances in
fabric performance and technology has
added new versatility. Now one of the
most functional ways of managing heat
and light, your roller blinds can provide
total sun blockout or allow filtered
light into your rooms. It is not only the
functionality that makes roller blinds so
appealing; it’s the clean, uncluttered
look at your windows that makes its
own style statement. You want your
home to look open and inviting and
roller blinds keep it that way. Choose a
neutral colour to provide calm serenity
or use your windows as a giant canvas
and complete your décor using the
Fashionline palette of colours and
textures.
Energy efficiency.
You may not have thought about how
roller blinds can help your energy

consumption but they will. Over 30%
of unwanted heat loss in winter and
heat gain in summer takes place
through windows.
Reduce that heat transfer and you can
reduce your power bills. Fashionline
helps you create a safe and comfortable
environment where glare and
temperature can be controlled.
Privacy and wearability.
Different rooms have different privacy
issues, which is especially true in
bathrooms, bedrooms and children’s
rooms. Roller blinds have the versatility
to perform anywhere. Bathroom blinds
can be treated to resist moulds and
children’s blinds can be protected
to resist the dirt and stains that little
fingers often leave behind. Of course
you can save finger marks and stains
by having your roller blinds motorised
and operated using remote control,
switch or timer controls. You can relax
knowing you haven’t just been guided
by fashion but by practicality. Your
beautiful window solution will be a
lasting one.

lightweight, easy operation,
motorised option available
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beautiful blinds that give
you total privacy or disappear
from your windows so you
can enjoy the view outside

Your local Fashionline dealer provides elegant and distinctive window furnishing
concepts by combining the resources of Australia’s largest independent blind
manufacturing co-operatives.
Fashionline is the brand of an Australia-wide association of blind manufacturers
who have created a range of timeless window furnishing solutions with the latest
designs, colours and technology at affordable prices.
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